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Brought to you by Jessica Jean Weston, Holistic Health Coach and Owner/Executive Chef of
Superfresh! As an extra bonus, Weston offers included three of her preferred cleanses for
detoxing and striking a reset switch during seasonal and main lifestyle transitions: Juice
cleanseRaw cleanseAyurvedic-inspired cleanse Combined with the quality recipes, you’ With
many staple drinks for day-to-day usage, medicinal shots for avoidance and seasonal wellness,
and fermented concoctions for a supplementary special probiotic-rich kick, there’, Recovery
Tonics, Juices, and Smoothies provides readers with simple quality recipes that debunk the
fanciful mystery of adaptogens, herbs, superfoods, and fermentation for everyday enjoyment,
while still dressing to impress those who happen to grace your kitchen space.s something for all
types of hydration! Organic Caféll find full-color photographs of the drinks, information on the
superfoods which are used to create them, and a thorough food glossary.
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A must have!." was the expression, I thought Great! I must say i appreciate how welcoming and
unassuming this cookbook is certainly for someone who really wants to explore making new
healthy beverages but doesn't know the place to start. Jessica Weston provides spent years
studying diet and food as medicine both at home and overseas. Reaching into this vast
repertoire of knowledge and experiences, she's compiled probably the most outrageously
delicious, but healthful tonics and juices for all of us to feast upon.Up to now my personal
favorite is the "Golden Goddess" mango smoothie.best for the brain and heart. Absolutely LOVE
this cookbook Completely LOVE this cookbook. Ugh! there's 1/2 or a 1/3 web page of text and
blank space below. It is as advertised: "yummy and full of anti-inflammatories at the same.! .
Wasn't what I wanted I'm along the way of composing my next publication on an identical topic
and We picked this publication for research reasons. and an easy task to make once.. My new
"head to" health beverage. You will be too. . This book is no exception. . Her glossary, sourcing
and equipment sections behind the reserve provide invaluable information for beginning your
journey to better wellness. . . but Jessica Weston not only tells you approximately all the special
herbs and spices, but which vendors sell these timeless remedies as well. I haven't explored the
Mayan jungles yet.I have not really gotten into cleanses yet, but also for those of you who do,
there is a whole section on nourishing and raw cleanses: again with spectacular pictures to go
with each delectable recipe. Whether I really do all that's recommended with a cleanse, I
understand I'm going to be trying the Chocolate Avocado Mousse and Baked Paleo Lasagna
someplace along my trip through this really inspired reserve.! She lives this healthy lifestyle each
day. She radiates positive energy and curing into everything she does. . If you are even remotely
interested in becoming much healthier mentally and physically, you need to give Healing Tonics,
Juices, and Smoothies a go. I specifically appreciate her "Helpful Conditions" and "Ingredient
Glossary".i’m no Professional but after reading Jess’s publication I feeel like I am! You will love
her recipes, which will make SuperFresh The area to proceed in Vermont. I salivate just reading
the dishes...and then the photos illustrate the yumminess.Healing Tonics, Juices, and
Smoothies: 100+ Elixirs to Nurture Body and Soul A Way of Life Cook Book Be prepared for an
excellent reading and learning knowledge with Ms. I'm needs to build up some Simple Staples for
our fridge. First try-out on our list?.. Yes!..Super Heroine Iced Coffee.Thanks, Ms. Weston!so
when I clicked about 5 stars and "I love it!! If anyone has ever been fortunate enough to enter the
Wonderful Superfresh! Organic Café, they found a fantastic spot to get delicious, nourishing, and
guilt-free decadence filled with love. This assortment of potions, elixirs, recipes and info can be a
sliver of the magic that goes into the deliciousness of the Café, situated in the main square of
downtown Brattleboro, Vermont. I’m very happy to possess this book and have been deploying it
as a hitchhiker’s information to health and fitness. I'm extremely pleased that I got the amount of
money out of my wallet and purchased this reserve.Some of the recipes call for things that I'm
not familiar with. Appreciated the mushroom drinks especially. I'll start with the switchel (ACV
tonic) and elderberry elixir. Perhaps you have to build up your tastes. Highly recommend if you're
looking for something more complex than fundamental smoothies but probably aren't quite at
Moon Juice level. It was a medicinal beverage. The recipes are obvious and concise,
accompanied with beautiful photos. That is an amazing publication filled with delicious recipes,
beautiful pictures for each elixir, and a wealth of background info to help you on your journey to
better health. Many thanks Jessica for creating an approachable and gorgeous cookbook and
sharing your interest for food as medicine with the world! Brilliantly written and photographed!
The pictures, while they are author's pictures of the actual beverages, are blurry and dark, and not
very clear. It's shows. A standout first reserve in a occasionally overpopulated category, this

guidebook is an excellent resource for people looking to enhance their health with a plant-based
diet and utilizing superfoods for healing. Before buying, I read many review articles about this
book but while many found this book great, I did so not Just ok very healthy Lots of great and
easy dishes. The author has clearly done her analysis and brings a substantial background in
Organic Foods preparation to her subject.. " was the phrase I've never written a review for
Amazon, so when We clicked on 5 celebrities and "I really like it!you can tell she put her heart into
this cookbook! The recipes inspired me for more information about juicing, and producing
healthful smoothies, and to buy some healthful supplements to complete some of the recipes.)
even though some of the concepts in the quality recipes are interesting. It had been delicious!
And, wonderful that it is healthy and low in calories... I have arthritis, so I currently had tried
turmeric paste and coconut milk in a few another recipe, but while healthful, they didn't engage
my palate. The cookbook can be beautiful inside with lovely photos as well. It is really worth the
purchase price - I'm pleased I purchased it! Bravo, Jessica! Five Stars I love making smoothies,
therefore i was looking for more ideas, which book is a good resource! Nice recipes Exceptional
book, the recipes that I have tried have already been great Informative and provocative I was
presented with Jessica Jean Weston’s reserve while on my trip of health and fitness. The recipes
are easy to adhere to and the book is chock filled with information on the advantages of the
various superfoods featured prominently in the publication provide. There’s even a great recipe
for vegan parmeasean cheese which I’ve normally found as a sub par option to the real thing. Not
that one tho. This vegan parmeasean cheese may be the bee’s knees! I feel healthier just reading
it. Weston's new book! Its highly recommended for all. I am using it for my family myself and for
customers! . I so wanted to love the book, specifically since I'm large into juices and smoothies
and tonics and teas, but I didn't. This book is an absolute joy to behold each photograph is
stunningly beautiful and each recipe is simple to follow with great explanations of the benefits of
the particular tonic or smoothie drink. There is hardly any context around the benefits of these
drinks, the very best ways to consume them, and how exactly to acquire all the extremely
complicated powders and superfoods, any concepts on substitutes or replacements or
modifications. Also, a few of these don't turn out tasteful. I keep this on my counter for
inspiration! The recipes don't get into much fine detail AT ALL around preparation; But Jessica's
smoothie can be match for a goddess.! Anyway, I am therefore sorry I did not find this book
useful or gorgeous or explanatory for a person who may be new to the mushroom powders and
all the other weird ingredients ; I made the mint chocolate smoothie and the vegan veggie
lasagna with the cashew cream instead of cheese on top. I'm rounding up 2.5 stars to 3 stars.
Great Book! Also you can find recipes for foods by the end, which I found therefore irrelevant to
the book which is about healing tonics, juices and smoothies.I've had the satisfaction of meeting
Jessica Weston, and understand that she passionately believes in everything she's written in this
book.! . I absolutely love this book. Potions galore This is just what I was longing for - a lot of
recipes for various teas, hot/cold tonics, smoothies, and cleanses. Excellent health-mindful but
delicious recipes This is my new favorite book! I am so happy with the purchase of Jessica's
cookbook. This book isn't only informative it is full of incredible recipies (it’s totally cool to
include alcohol to a number of juices in this book.
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